
Helping Athletes Find  
a Higher Gear

This resource stems from a question submitted to the Ask PCA blog. Responses come from our  
experts including PCA Trainers, who lead live group workshops for coaches, parents, administrators 
and student-athletes.

“ What can I say or do to help the players I coach realize that they have a 
higher gear and then get them to kick into that higher gear in practices 
and games?”

PCA Response by Will Jackson, PCA Trainer – Atlanta

You’ve posed one of coaching’s most fundamental questions! To paraphrase: “How do I get the very best 
out of my athletes every day so that they can be prepared to succeed in the crunch-time of games?” Good 
coaches obviously develop long-range goals and objectives for their teams, but the best ones reach those 
goals with daily plans for one-step-at-a-time improvements for their kids. (Remember the old joke “How do 
you eat an elephant?” Keep reading…)

One way to pursue the one-step-at-a-time approach to getting athletes into that higher gear is to focus on a 
WIN (“What’s Important Now”). That helps players stay motivated and challenged by each day’s objectives 
and drills. The coach can design realistic challenges and practice drills so that hard work and upbeat attitudes 
can lead to success. 

Improvement – and enjoyment of the process – come from progressive steps of challenge and success. 
Mistakes and even temporary failure are going to happen occasionally along the way, but even those bumps 
become “wins” when players learn to bounce back and resume their pursuit of goals.

PCA’s ELM Tree approach of Effort, Learning and handling Mistakes is a fine formula for judging how practices 
contribute to the “higher gear” that you are seeking. Ask your players to evaluate practice each day based 
on those three criteria. How’d we do today? Did we have a winning practice? If great effort, new learning and 
moving past mistakes are part of practice, you’ll see steady improvement in your team and their play. You’ll 
also be excited by their own buy-in for making their practices pay off.

Young players love competitive and fun games. Build those into your practice plans whenever possible, even 
if they may seem silly at times. Make everyone play awhile with their non-dominant hand, or hit/throw/shoot 
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Helping Athletes Find a Higher Gear, continued

from their “opposite” side. Run the bases backward; swap positions so that everyone gets to play in an unfa-
miliar role. Make it fun for players and coaches. Laugh a lot. Then slide back into the next drill or practice reps 
with a renewed enthusiasm.

Try having players teach/coach each other in leading drills or working 1-on-1. Each one teach one; keep an 
eye on skill-level match-ups, but be sure that every child who needs an encouraging boost gets his or her 
share of the positive spotlight.

It’s a daily process of good times and baby steps, but the improvement will come through enthusiasm and ef-
fort. It’s very similar to the answer to that old riddle about how to eat an elephant...one bite at a time.

 
 

 


